The "Blush" Sign on Computed Tomography Angiography is an Independent Predictor of Hematoma Progression in Primary Hypertensive Hemorrhage.
Hypertension is an important etiology of intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) in neurosurgical practice. Contrast extravasation on computed tomography angiography, known as the "spot sign", has been described as an independent predictor of hematoma progression and clinical deterioration. However, its role in hypertensive ICH alone has not been determined and is the primary aim of this study. A retrospective review was carried out of patients with hypertensive ICH admitted to our institution between May 2014 and December 2016. Evaluation of the neuroimaging studies of these patients revealed two distinct morphologies, "spot" and "blush" sign. These distinct signs and covariates were tested for association with hematoma expansion and mortality using multivariate logistic regression. The accuracy of the "spot" and "blush" signs as predictors of hematoma expansion and mortality was determined using receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) analysis. A total of 54 patients were identified as hypertensive ICH during the study period. "spot" sign was observed in 11 (20.4%) of the study population. Contrast extravasation (blush-sign) was seen in 7 (14.8%) patients. The "blush" was an independent predictor of hematoma expansion (odds ratio [OR] 6.052; confidence interval [CI] 1.036-15.945 [P = .012]) and mortality (OR 3.305; CI 1.240-25.414 [P = .032]). With ROC analysis, the "blush" sign was found to have a better predictive value for significant hematoma expansion (area under the curve [AUC]: .795) than the spot sign (AUC: .432). The "blush" sign has better accuracy for predicting hematoma expansion in hypertensive ICH and could be used to risk stratify these patients for early therapeutic interventions.